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Title IX Liability


For a district to be liable for a Title IX violation, it must, among other
things, have actual knowledge of sexual harassment that occurred
while engaged in an education program or activity.



District must respond promptly and not show deliberate indifference
(i.e. a response that is clearly unreasonable in light of the known
circumstances).

Updated Definition of Sexual Harassment


Sexual harassment means conduct on the basis of sex that satisfies
one or more of the following:


(1) An employee of the recipient conditioning the provision of an aid,
benefit, or service of the recipient on an individual’s participation in
unwelcome sexual conduct (quid pro quo);



(2) Unwelcome conduct determined by a reasonable person to be so
severe and pervasive and objectively offensive that it effectively denies
a person equal access to the recipient’s education program or activity
(unwelcome conduct); or



(3) Any conduct that qualifies as sexual assault, dating violence,
domestic violence or stalking, as defined by federal law. (Clery Act/
VAWA offenses)

Education program or activity


Applies to ALL district operations & programs, whether they occur on
or off school grounds.



Includes locations, events, or circumstances over which the district
exercises substantial control over both the respondent and the
context in which the sexual harassment occurs.

Staffing Requirements Under New
Regulations


New regs require the separation of Title IX investigative & adjudicative
functions via the creation of separate “Investigator” and “DecisionMaker” positions.



Title IX Coordinator has to be employee of the District



Investigator(s) and Decision-Maker(s) can be employees of the District
OR third-party employers



Title IX Coordinator CAN ALSO BE an Investigator BUT CANNOT BE a
Decision-Maker



NO Investigator can be a Decision-Maker

Publication Requirements


The person designated to serve as Title IX Coordinator must be
specifically referred to in school publications as “Title IX Coordinator”



The Coordinator’s name, title, office address, e-mail address and
telephone number MUST be made available to all students and
employees, PLUS:


applicants for admission and employment,



parents or legal guardians of elementary and secondary school
students, and



all unions



Title IX Coordinator contact info must be prominently displayed on
the District’s website.



District must also publish its grievance procedures and process



District must publish all Title IX training materials on its website.

Responding to Reports of Sexual Harassment:
Supportive Measures


After receiving a report of alleged sexual harassment, the Title IX Coordinator must
promptly contact the complainant confidentially to discuss the availability of supportive
measures with or without the filing of a formal complaint, and explain to the complainant
the process for filing a formal complaint if he/she wishes to do so.


“supportive measures” are defined as “individualized services reasonably available that are nonpunitive, non-disciplinary, and not unreasonably burdensome to the other party while designed to
ensure equal educational access, protect safety, or deter sexual harassment.”




may include counseling, contact restrictions, and/or modification of class schedules.

District must provide reasonable (under the circumstances) supportive measures even if a formal
complaint is not filed.



Consider complainant’s wishes when offering/implementing supportive measures

Responding to Reports of Sex
Discrimination


If a formal complaint is filed, the District must conduct a formal
investigation or, in limited circumstances, offer an informal resolution
process.



The District must provide to all parties written notice of:


its grievance procedures



the allegations of sexual harassment



include language that the accused is presumed not responsible and that a
determination of responsibility is made at the conclusion the process



parties may have an advisor of their choice, which can be an attorney

Grievance Process Requirements


Require equitable treatment of all
parties



Allow for temporary, good cause
delays of grievance process



Require an objective evaluation of
all evidence



Describe list of possible disciplinary
sanctions and remedies



Require Title IX personnel to be free
from conflicts of interest.





Provide requisite training to all Title IX
personnel

Choose standard of evidence to be
applied (preponderance of
evidence or clear & convincing)



Describe appeals process



Accused is presumed not responsible  Describe supportive measures



Provide reasonably prompt time
frames for conclusion of grievance
process and appeals



Prohibition of privileged evidence

Investigator
Training

Role


Interview Complainants, Respondents, and witnesses



Gather, review and preserve relevant evidence



Create Investigation Report summarizing the facts gathered during
the investigation



Determine whether a policy violation may have occurred

The Investigation Process


Formal Complaint is submitted and parties are notified



Meet with the Complainant and Respondent with their chosen Advisors
(may or may not be an attorney) and any reported witnesses


Note: District may establish restrictions regarding the extent to which the
advisor may participate in the proceedings, as long as the restrictions apply
equally to both parties



Gather & retain any evidence provided by involved parties



Create an investigation report outlining the information provided in the
course of the investigation

Evidence


Preamble to the new regs identifies medical and treatment records
cannot be utilized or disclosed unless consent is obtained



Other typical privileged/protected info also off limits:


- Attorney-client communications



- Implicating oneself in a crime



- Confessions to a clergy member or other religious figures



- Spousal testimony in criminal matters



- Some confidentiality/trade secrets

Types of evidence


Electronic communications



Security information



Pictures, videos, audio



Police reports



Personnel files



Prior complaints against respondent



Witness statements

Setting Up Investigative Interviews


Identify yourself, your role, and a general outline of what you’re
investigating



Provide, to a party whose participation is invited or expected, written
notice of the date, time, location, participants, and purpose of all
hearings, investigative interviews, or other meetings, with sufficient time
for the party to prepare to participate



Allow advisors to be present if involves the accused or complainant
(optional)



Consider requesting the Title IX Coordinator check in with those who fail
to respond or refuse to participate

Conducting Interviews


Gather facts to assist decision-maker



Ask questions to test memory



Identify where the witness may corroborate or contradict their
testimony, or other witnesses, and physical evidence



Be sensitive to potential trauma experienced by witnesses



Bear in mind your duty to be impartial—trust the facts.

When Consent is at Issue
(Rape Shield Protections)




Questions and evidence about the complainant's sexual predisposition or prior
sexual behavior are not relevant, unless:


such questions and evidence about the complainant's prior sexual behavior are
offered to prove that someone other than the respondent committed the conduct
alleged by the complainant, or



if the questions and evidence concern specific incidents of the complainant's prior
sexual behavior with respect to the respondent and are offered to prove consent.

Consent determination and investigation is guided by the District’s policy


Become familiar with it and refer to it throughout process



Consider the wording and tone of your questions



Ask questions about what happened to determine whether there was unspoken
consent



Ask questions to identify whether alcohol/drugs may have played a role
regarding consent

Closing the Interview


Request copies of all evidence potentially available to the witness



Discuss confidentiality



Inform the witness of next steps and how to reach you



Take detailed notes

After the Witness Leaves


Update investigation log



Review notes, make corrections/clarifications



Update witness list and evidence to be obtained



Write down questions to ask other witnesses



Follow up on anything identified during interviews



Is law enforcement involved? Could they be?



Ensure physical evidence is in a secure location and documented

Inspection and Review of Evidence


Provide ALL Evidence to both parties and advisors in electronic
format or hard copy



Include everything directly related to allegations, even if you don’t
expect decision-maker to rely on it



Allow at least 10 days for parties and their advisors to review and
provide written response



Follow up where necessary

Investigative Report


Consider responses when preparing report Create Investigative
Report



Summarize facts



No determination



Provide to parties and advisors



Allow at least 10 days to review and respond



Must be given at least 10 days prior to hearing (optional) or date of
determination

Key Takeaways


Make sure you understand potential biases (actual or perceived)



Consider how trauma of allegations may influence your approach
when talking to witnesses



Consider your role. Investigators uncover FACTS. They do not make
DETERMINATIONS.



Refer to school policy often



Take detailed notes and stay organized



Obtain any documentary evidence that you can

Decision-Maker
Training

Role


Makes Determinations on:


Relevant/Irrelevant evidence



Dismissal



Responsibility



Remedies



CANNOT be the same person as investigator OR Title IX Coordinator



Can have multiple decision-makers in matter

Some Considerations


Identify any conflicts of interest



Your duty to serve impartially



The evidence collected during the investigation



The District’s policy on weighing particular pieces of evidence



The District’s selected standard of proof (preponderance or clear
and convincing)

Process


Receive Investigative Report



Conduct hearing (optional) and/or question and answer exchange
between the parties (mandatory if no hearing)



Issue a written determination to the parties

Assessment of Evidence


The process allows both parties to submit all relevant evidence and
parties to ask witnesses all relevant questions and follow-up questions



Rules of Evidence do not apply, so cannot consider admissibility



Relevant evidence


all evidence related to, except that which is protected under the rape
shield provisions and not otherwise privileged



Credibility assessments must be bias free, and cannot be made based
on sex stereotypes, or on the basis of a party’s status as a complainant
or status as a respondent

Inadmissible Evidence


Questions about a Complainant’s predisposition are never allowed




Unless to prove consent, or mistaken identity

Privileged Evidence Inadmissible, unless the person holding such
privilege has waived the privilege in writing.


Treatment records from doctor, psychologist, or any other health or
mental health provider



Patient-doctor



Attorney-client



Spousal privilege

Hearing/ Question and Answer
Portion


After the District has sent the investigative report to the parties and before
reaching a determination regarding responsibility, the decision-maker(s) must
afford each party the opportunity to submit written, relevant questions that a
party wants asked of any party or witness, provide each party with the answers,
and allow for additional, limited follow-up questions from each party.



Decision-maker must make a determination on relevance after each question is
asked, and before the witness/party responds



Decision-maker must explain to the party proposing the questions any decision
to exclude a question as not relevant.


Challenge to relevance determination could be a basis for a party to appeal

Standard of Evidence


Same standard of evidence must apply to all cases. District may
choose either of the following:


Preponderance of evidence: means that the information
gathered concludes that the allegations are “more likely than
not” to be true, or more than 50 per cent likely.



Clear and convincing evidence: means that the evidence points
to the allegations being “substantially more probable to be true”
than not, or well over 50 per cent likely.

Scope of District’s Responsibility


Consider whether required or permissible grounds of dismissal apply




Districts must dismiss a formal complaint if


1) the conduct would not constitute sexual harassment, as defined,
OR



2) if the conduct did not occur during a District program or activity,
as defined, or in the United States.

may dismiss a complaint if


the complainant notifies the Title IX Coordinator, in writing, that the
complainant would like to withdraw,



if the accused is no longer enrolled or employed by the district, or



if the specific circumstances prevent the district from gathering
sufficient evidence to determine responsibility

Content of Written Determination









Identification of the allegations potentially constituting sexual
harassment;
A description of the procedural steps taken from the receipt of the
formal complaint through the determination, including any notifications
to the parties, interviews with parties and witnesses, site visits, methods
used to gather other evidence, and hearings held;
Findings of fact supporting the determination;
Conclusions regarding the application of the recipient’s code of
conduct to the facts;
A statement of, and rationale for, the result as to each allegation,
including a determination regarding responsibility, any disciplinary
sanctions imposed on the respondent, and whether remedies are will
be provided to the complainant; and
The recipient’s procedures and permissible bases for the complainant
and respondent to appeal.

Transmittal of Written Determination


Must be transmitted to both parties simultaneously



Title IX Coordinator to implement remedies, where
applicable

Appeals


Grounds for appeals


Procedural irregularity that affected the outcome;



New evidence that was not reasonably available when the
determination of responsibility was made that could affect the
outcome; and



The Title IX Coordinator, investigator, or decision-maker had a general or
specific conflict of interest or bias against the complainant or
respondent that affected the outcome.

Appeals Process Requirements


(iii) As to all appeals, the recipient must:


(A) Notify the other party in writing when an appeal is filed and
implement appeal procedures equally for both parties;



(B) Ensure that the decision-maker(s) for the appeal is not the same
person as the decision-maker(s) that reached the determination
regarding responsibility or dismissal, the investigator(s), or the Title IX
Coordinator;



(C) Ensure that the decision-maker(s) for the appeal does not have a
conflict of interest;



(D) Give both parties a reasonable, equal opportunity to submit a
written statement in support of, or challenging, the outcome;



(E) Issue a written decision describing the result of the appeal and the
rationale for the result; and



(F) Provide the written decision simultaneously to both parties

How to Serve Impartially


impartiality is integral to the Title IX formal grievance process



Serving impartially includes avoiding the following:


Prejudgment of the facts at issue



Conflicts of interest



Bias

Prejudgment


Prejudgment refers to passing judgment prematurely or without
sufficient reflection or investigation



Prejudgment often occurs when allegations involve sexual conduct,
sexual history, drugs, and/or alcohol use


Example: Men are sexually aggressive and/or likely to perpetrate sexual
assault



Example: Women have regret about sexual experiences and are likely
lying about sexual assault



Example: Men cannot be sexually assaulted



Example: Women complaining about sex harassment are just jumping
on the "#MeToo" Bandwagon



Example: drug/alcohol use means the victim lacks credibility

How to Serve Impartially


How do you avoid prejudging facts?


Keep an open mind throughout the investigation process



Wait to hear all of the facts (there are two or more) sides to every story



Seek out additional facts and/or witnesses if you feel yourself jumping to
conclusions – facts are your friends!



Be particularly cautious about checking your assumptions in situations
involving sexual assault, drugs, or alcohol use

Conflicts of Interest


A conflict of interest occurs when personal or private interests may
compromise one's judgment, decisions, or actions



Conflict of interests may arise from family, friendships, faculty
member relationships, financial investments, or other social factors

Types of Conflicts


"actual,"



"perceived,"



"potential"



Apply an objective test (i.e., would a reasonable person believe you
to be conflicted?) to see if you have a conflict



Consider recusing & appointing a substitute for your role to avoid
even an “appearance of impropriety”

Bias


A bias is a tendency, inclination, or prejudice toward/against
someone



Usually based on gender, race, or sexual orientation

Tips on Serving Impartially


Treat all informal reports of sexual harassment equally, regardless of
the form of the report or the demographics of the Complainant or
Respondent



Make no assumptions about the allegations based on the
demographics of the Complainant or Respondent



Offer supportive measures to Complainants and respondents
equally

Key Takeaways


Consider duty to serve impartially throughout decision making
process



Consider relevant evidence only



Decision-makers may not function in any other Title IX role. And the
Decision-maker in any appeal, must be a different individual



Diligently abide by all notice and other procedural requirements to
avoid reversal on appeal

Questions?
NICHOLAS S. CORTESE , ESQ.

EMAIL : NCORTESE@CGLAWOFFICES.COM

